ROAD
EXTREME PRO 80191023

MISTRAL 80211011

power transfer
lightness
breathability

$229, 99

$494 99

stiffness index 15

EXTREME GT 2 80201020

$334, 99

power transfer
lightness

power transfer

power transfer

lightness

lightness

REVOLUTION 2 80201021

$294, 99

CORE 2 80211013

power transfer

stiffness index 8

JET 2 80191017

power transfer

$139, 99

lightness

power transfer

$124, 99

lightness

$99, 99

breathability

breathability

stiffness index 12

stiffness index 12

stiffness index 8

stiffness index 6

lightness
breathability
stiffness index 12
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STORM CARBON 80191011

$244, 99

power transfer

PODIUM

TORPEDO 2 80191025
JR

lightness

breathability

power transfer

breathability

stiffness index 12

breathability

MISTRAL PLUS 80211010
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$174, 99

breathability

TRIBUTE 2
$174.99

$294, 99

CORE PLUS 2 80211012

TRIATHLON
$244, 99

TRIBUTE 2 80204020
CARBON
power transfer

lightness

lightness

breathability

breathability

stiffness index 12

stiffness index 12
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SIMPLY THE ULTIMATE ROAD SHOES

EXTREME PRO 80191023
size

$494 99

half size
weight

36/48
39,5 / 45,5
256 g

Designed to boost your strength.
Thanks to the exclusive Powershape® system on the arch of the foot, every
single watt of your physical power will be transferred where you need it: on the
pedals.

EXTREME GT 2 80201020
size

$334, 99

half size
weight

FEATURES:
36/48

39,5 / 45,5
289 g

FEATURES:

Speedplay adapter compatible for the lowest stack height between foot and
pedal
Made with the patented XFrame 2® construction, the upper transfers every watt
of power while providing the snuggest, even fit with no pressure points. The
double SLW2 dial differentiates the pressure between the top of the instep and
the toe for even better adaptability

Made from 100% unidirectional carbon, the PowerShape Carbon 15 sole features
the exclusive Powershape® system on the arch of the foot that ensures 100% of
rider power is transferred to the pedals without wasting any energy. With a
stiffness index of 15.0, this is the new performance benchmark for road soles

Double SLW3 dial, the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a single
button

Speedplay adapter compatible for the lowest stack height between foot and
pedal

50 WHITE

Morph Carbon 12 AAS sole with full-carbon insert in the pedal area with a
stiffness index of 12.0. The exclusive Anatomical Arch Support® made of TPU,
allows the shoe to perfectly shape on the bow arch, making it the ideal sole for
any type of foot

Integrated heel system containing directional fibre prevents any slipping

Made with the patented XFrame 2® construction, the upper transfers every watt
of power while providing the snuggest, even fit with no pressure points.

Northwave Race footbed provides greater support

The double SLW3 dial differentiates the pressure between the top of the instep
and the toe for even better adaptability

TECH:

Integrated heel system containing directional fibre prevents any slipping

10 BLACK

Pro Regular Fit footbed with a stiffened dual density design increases the power
transfer
TECH:

INTEGRATED HEEL SYSTEM CONTAINING

57 WHITE / SILVER REFLECTIVE

OVERLAP + XFRAME 2 CONSTRUCTION

10 BLACK

86 ANTHRA / SILVER REFLECTIVE

DOUBLE SLW3 CLOSURE SYSTEM

THE SNUGGEST FIT. ADAPTIVE SUPPORT.
DYNEEMA CABLE

MESH INSERTS

100% UD CARBON SOLE

40
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Engineered for comfort coupled with efficiency.
Experience an unparalleled secure zeropressure fit thanks to Northwave’s patented
XFrame® construction.
Designed with adaptability in mind, the Extreme
GT 2 conforms perfectly to the contours of your
feet with the exclusive TPU Anatomical Arch
Support®.
Complete with a carbon sole, the perfect shoe
for those seeking high performance without
compromising on a secure snug fit.

NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21
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REVOLUTION 2 80201021

$294, 99

size
half size
weight

STORM CARBON 80191011

FEATURES:
36/48

39,5 / 45,5
279 g

Morph Carbon 12 AAS sole with full-carbon insert in the pedal area with a
stiffness index of 12.0. The exclusive Anatomical Arch Support® made of TPU,
allows the shoe to perfectly shape on the bow arch, making it the ideal sole for
any type of foot
Speedplay adapter compatible for the lowest stack height between foot and
pedal

size

$244, 99

half size
weight

FEATURES:
36/48

39,5 / 45,5
311 g

Double SLW3 dial, the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a single
button that provides optimal pressure distribution

Morph Carbon 12 AAS sole with full-carbon insert in the pedal area with a
stiffness index of 12.0. The exclusive Anatomical Arch Support® made of TPU,
allows the shoe to perfectly shape on the bow arch, making it the ideal sole for
any type of foot
Speedplay adapter compatible for the lowest stack height between foot and
pedal
The unibody construction matches strategically placed large mesh inserts with
ultrathin reinforced materials to deliver unrivalled breathability and targeted
stability

Integrated heel system ensures efficient heel retention

Uber-open-knit mesh ensures even greater airflow
10 BLACK

TECH:

The asymmetric lacing removes pressure from the top of the foot for the optimum
snug fit
SLW3 dial plus extra strap: the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a
single button
Northwave Race footbed provides greater support

95 SILVER REFLCTIVE

TECH:

51 WHITE / BLACK

INTEGRATED HEEL SYSTEM CONTAINING

71 PLUM / BLACK

35 RED / BLACK

86 ANTHRA / SILVER REFLECTIVE

84 ANTHRA / BLACK

DYNEEMA CABLE

DOUBLE SLW2 CLOSURE SYSTEM

MORPH CARBON 12 SOLE
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A BREATH OF FRESH AIR

M
S

This newcomer to the Northwave house is an absolutely new
proposal in the road shoes scene. Mistral is like a breath of
fresh air on the hottest days. Favoured by athletes in
summer stage races, it’s the ideal choice for long distance
runners forced to endure hot asphalt over long distances...
but not only. Mistral is the most comfortable solution for
indoor training or to challenge friends on Zwift.

$294, 99

size

36/48

half size

39,5 / 45,5

weight

265 g

75 METAL BLUE

INTEGRATED HEEL SYSTEM CONTAINING

50 WHITE
DYNEEMA CABLE

DOUBLE SLW2 CLOSURE SYSTEM

R

CARBON TOE INSERT STIFNESS INDEX 12.0
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I

MISTRAL PLUS 80211010

NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21

T

74 METAL ANTHRA

3D MESH INSERTS

L

A

FEATURES:
Excellent thermoregulation of the foot thanks to the use of a mesh with
hexagonal cells
Reticular structure that guarantees resistance and lightness
Light and ventilated upper structure combining comfort and mechanical strength
Sole with carbon toe insert with stiffness index 12
Perforated sole to ensure the passage of air from the tip to the heel
Closure with double SLW3 rotor, the same as the top of the range, which allows
micrometric adjustment with step-by-step release
TECH:

NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21
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MISTRAL 80211011
size
half size

36/48
39,5 / 45,5

weight

252 g

$229, 99
DOUBLE LACES
INCLUDED

10 BLACK

50 WHITE

FEATURES:
Excellent thermoregulation of the foot thanks to the use of a mesh with
hexagonal cells
Reticular structure that guarantees resistance and lightness
Light and ventilated upper structure combining comfort and mechanical strength
Sole with carbon toe insert with stiffness index 12
Perforated sole to ensure the passage of air from the tip to the heel
Closure with double SLW3 rotor, the same as the top of the range, which allows
micrometric adjustment with step-by-step release
TECH:
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FEATURES:

CORE PLUS 2 80211012
size
half size

$174, 99

36/50
39,5 / 45,5

weight

270 g

NRG Air Carbon Reinforced sole with a stiffness index of 8.0 and 5 vents for
perfect airflow and SPD pedal compatible (cleat plate not included)
The upper’s seamless unibody construction reduces pressure points. The pores
across the entire surface ensure optimal ventilation
SLW3 dial plus extra strap: the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a
single button

FEATURES:

CORE 2 80211013
size
half size
weight

36/50
39,5 / 45,5
260 g

NRG Air Carbon Reinforced sole with a stiffness index of 8.0 and 5 vents for
perfect airflow and SPD pedal compatible (cleat plate not included)
The upper’s seamless unibody construction reduces pressure points. The pores
across the entire surface ensure optimal ventilation

$139, 99

TECH:

17 BLACK / SILVER

04 BLACK / YELLOW FLUO

15 BLACK / RED

51 WHITE / BLACK

CORE PLUS 2 80211014
WIDE size
half size

$174, 99

weight

15 BLACK / RED

19 BLACK / ANTHRA

04 BLACK / YELLOW FLUO

FEATURES:

36/48

39,5 / 45,5
285 g

NRG Air Carbon Reinforced sole with a stiffness index of 8.0 and 5 vents for
perfect airflow and SPD pedal compatible (cleat plate not included)
The upper’s seamless unibody construction reduces pressure points. The pores
across the entire surface ensure optimal ventilation
SLW3 dial plus extra strap: the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a
single button
TECH:

17 BLACK / SILVER

48
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FEATURES:

JET 2 80191017
size
half size

$124, 99

NRG Air sole with a stiffness index of 6.0 and 5 vents for perfect airflow
34/50

39,5 / 45,5

weight

250 g

SPD pedal compatible (cleat plate not included)

FEATURES:

PODIUM KNIT 80194011
size

EVA outsole with gripping inserts in Rubber on toe and heel
38/49

Upper with minimized stitching for greater comfort
2 velcro straps

Extremely breathable upper Knit
The design of the tongue incorporated in the upper ensures greater comfort and
a snugger fit

$99, 99

Closure with laces

10 BLACK
10 BLACK

FEATURES:

TORPEDO 2 JR 80191025

$99, 99

NRG Air sole with a stiffness index of 6.0 and 5 vents for perfect airflow

size

32/38

weight

195 g

SPD pedal compatible (cleat plate not included)
Upper with minimized stitching for greater comfort
2 velcro straps

04 BLACK / YELLOW FLUO
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A BREATH OF FRESH AIR
The Northwave Lab designers know this quite well,
reproducing the historic Tribute model with renewed style
and functionality. The Morph Carbon sole with a carbon
insert in the pedal area ensures the maximum transmission
of power to the pedals. The Anatomical Arch Support® in
TPU gives the arch a support point. The unibody ultra-light
microfibre upper ensures a super comfortable, seamless fit.
The two Velcro straps have been improved
to offer an even more performing shoe,
reducing the time needed to change shoes
(swimming-bike, bike-running).

T

R

INTEGRATED HEEL SYSTEM CONTAINING

I
MORPH CARBON 12 AAS

U

COLOR ALERT!
The new colorway proposed in SS21 for the Tribute shoes recalls the iconic advertising
campaigns of the early 90s, when Northwave has been the first brand ever proposing
unpaired colors for a pair of bike shoes. Dare to be bold with the new Tribute 2 Carbon
black and white. Why choosing a color when you can have both on the same pair?

52
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TRIBUTE 2 80204020
CARBON size
weight

FEATURES:
Morph Carbon 12 AAS sole with full-carbon insert in the pedal area with a
stiffness index of 12.0. The exclusive Anatomical Arch Support® made of TPU,
allows the shoe to perfectly shape on the bow arch, making it the ideal sole for
any type of foot

36/48
289 g

Speedplay adapter compatible for the shortest distance between pedal and foot

$244, 99

wTECH:

RIGHT SHOE

LEFT SHOE

UPPER VELCRO FOR SIDE LOCKING

B

53 WHITE / BLACK / MULTICOLOR

TRIBUTE 2 80204025

50 WHITE

FEATURES:

size

36/50

NRG Air Carbon Reinforced sole combines greatstiffness with 5 vents for perfecft
airflow

weight

290 g

SPD pedals compatible. Cleat plate not included

$174,99

Upper made of fast wicking and drying microfiber specific for triathlon with easy
entrance system to save seconds
2 straps with upper velcro for side locking

MESH INSERTS

T E
2 CARBON

50 WHITE
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